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Teaching English Sentence Completion

Fiza.

Fiza
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Practice Questions
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Example: Fill in the blanks.

They are single
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Comprehension Practice

Sana goes to the market. She buys eggs. She eats eggs and drinks milk.

Sana goes to the market.

Sana goes to the market.

goesmarket

goes = market =

Sana goes to the market.

Sana goes to the market.

Step 1: Read the passage with students. For example:

             Sana goes to the market. She buys eggs. She eats eggs and drinks milk.

1.       Read the first sentence “Sana goes to the market” with the students.

2.       Ask the students to underline the key word in the sentence. For example,

        Sana goes to the market.

3.       Ask students the meaning of the underlined words. For example, what does “goes”

        mean? What does “market” mean? Do NOT tell the answers right away. Instead,
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        let the students guess, even if they come up with slightly incorrect answers.

4.       After taking students’ responses, tell the correct meanings. For example,

                                     goes = ��                                  market = ر �زا

5.      Ask students to put these meanings together and try to form the meaning of the

         sentence. For example, ask them what does “Sana goes to market” mean? Do NOT

         tell the answer. Let the students guess.

Wh-questions 

When =

Who =

What =

Where =

Why =

Where does Sana go?

Where does Sana go?

6.       After taking the students’ responses, tell the correct meaning of the sentence. For

        example, “Sana goes to the market” means ر�� �۔  �ء �زا

7.       Repeat this process for all the sentences.



Step 2: Answering the comprehension questions.

1.       Quickly recall the meanings of all wh-questions with the students. For example,

2.      Read the question with the students. For example,

        Where does Sana go?

3.       Ask students to underline the key words in the question. For example,

        Where does Sana go?

4.       Ask students the meanings of the underlined words. For example, what does

        “where” mean? What does “go” mean? Do NOT tell the answers right away.

        Instead, let the students guess, even if they come up with slightly incorrect

        answers.

5.       After taking students’ responses, tell the correct meanings. For example,

                                     go = ��                                  where = ں�

6.       Ask students to put these meanings together and try to determine the meaning of

        the question. Again, do NOT tell the answer. Let the students guess.

7.       After taking students’ responses, tell the correct meaning of the question. For

        example, “Where does Sana go?” meansء �ں �� �؟�

8.       Ask students to find out where Sana goes from the passage.

9.       Ask students to write their answers in their copies.

10.     After all students have written their answers, tell them the correct answer.

11.     Ask them to check if their answer is correct.

12.     Repeat this process for all the questions.

When =

Who =

What =

Where =

Why =
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Example:
Ahmad is a boy. Ahmad likes sweets

What does Ahmad like?
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